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PAPER LIGHT SHADES
In a range of shapes, sizes and tones,
paper lanterns illuminate sections of the
living and dining areas. A set of large
‘Regolit’ lights from Ikea were stacked
to create a sculptural form at a minimal
cost while hiding the ugly electronics.
1. Le Klint ‘Pendant 47’ paper/PVC shade,
$565, from Funkis, call (02) 9130 6445.
2. ‘Väte’ pendant lampshade, $19.99, from
Ikea, visit the website at www.ikea.com.au.
3. ‘Dome’ paper lampshade from the
Tokyo collection, $139, from Citta Design,

In Detail

visit www.cittadesign.com for details.
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Before buying an occasional table, consider
how you plan to use it. For Bruno, the
lightweight, vintage coffee table serves as
a delicate display unit, while the solid white
version can double as a table and seat.
Vintage timber coffee table, $295, from
Atomic House, www.atomichouse.com.au.
Serralunga ‘Meteor’ occasional tables
(below) in black and white by Arik Levy,
from $300 each, from Space, visit
www.spacefurniture.com.au.

INSIDER’S
GUIDE TO…
THE PARIS
MAISON
& OBJET
DESIGN FAIR
One of France’s most important
exhibits for interior designers,
Maison & Objet, held in Paris,
showcases the best in homewares,
including fabrics, wallpapers,
lighting and furniture. Creator
of the Year at the premier
event of the show, Now! Design
à Vivre, was awarded to Tokujin
Yoshioka for his ‘Crystallized’
project (above). The next Maison
& Objet is on September 7-11 2012.
Visit www.maison-objet.com.

BED LINEN Bruno’s hand-crocheted
bedspread provides a cool, sophisticated
palette in the master bedroom while at the
same time personalising the space. If you
love crisp, plain bed linen, have a look
at the White range available from Kas.
‘Polly’ quilt set from the Kas White range,
$219.95 for a double-bed size, and ‘Heidi’
cushion (below), $39.95, from Kas, visit
www.kasaustralia.com.au for information.
DINING CHAIRS Vintage dining
chairs in the home reference the 1930
‘Brno’ design by Mies van der Rohe.
The chair is available in mirror-finished
chrome or stainless steel and with various
fabric and leather colours to choose from.

Knoll Studio ‘Flat Bar Brno’ chair
in white by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe,
$4169, from De De Ce, (02) 9360 2722.
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Vanessa Bruno’s spring/summer 2012 collection is available at the fLagsh
store in Melbourne – 729 Glenferrie Rd, Hawthorn, visit www.vanessabruno.com
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any occasion

LOVE THAT, TRY THIS
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Occupying space in what was once a grand 17th-century private
home in the Marais district of Paris, the apartment of fashion
designer Vanessa Bruno is an intriguing interplay of feminine
pastel colours and strong architectural elements, including
polished oak floors and weathered ceiling beams. This is an
apartment of inventiveness and personality, mixing the tailored
and traditional with decorative elements that break a few rules.
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